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A MODEL FOR VALVE FLOW TAKING NON STEADY FLOW INTO ACCOUNT 
Part I 
L.Boswirth,Prof., 
Hohere Technische Bundes-Lehr-UDd Versuchsanstalt Modling 
A-2340 MOdling/AUSTRIA 
1.SUMMARY 
The object of this paper is to discuss a 
model accounting for non eteady flow 
effects in valve channels. Gas mass inertia 
is found to be the most important effect. 
Adequate simplifications are introduced to 
allow for a manageable system of equations. 
To demonstrate the order of magnitude of 
inertia effects,analytical solutions are 
presented for s~ple boundary conditions. 
2.THE STEADY STATE FLOW CONCEPT 
We may summarize the steady state flow con-
cept for compressor valve flow as given in 
Table 1(incompressible flow).While 
equ(2.1),(2.2),(2.3),(2.4) are very si•ple, 
problems arise when looking for adequate 
dischar&e and force coefficients CD,c • 
Experiaents may give aa answer,but P 
it is not always s.o easy to judie whether 
results fro• siaple experiaents can be 
properly transfe~ed to coBditions in real 
co•pressor operation(e.g. influence of vis-
cosity or co•pressibility). 
Discussing these questions of valve flow in 
a scientific way aakes it necessary to build 
up a fraaework of theoretical insights, 
supporting experiments and numerical data 
for the designer. The author has contribu-
ted to this framework in a paper presented 
to the 1982 Purdue Conference [1]. 
TABLE 1 STEADY STATE FLOW CONCEPr, BASIC EQUATIONS 
~ = v 2. Cp~-p2)' 
V = A2"'t=-A'"~~ 
th = ALC.D~P 
F,t = A,c,.Llp 
p ••• density of gas AP •• port area 
A2 •• actual flow area wp •• port velocity 
~ •• opening area s ••• valve plate lift 
CD •• discharge coeff. cp •• force coefficient 
p1-p2 = 4p ••• pressure difference across valve 
(2..1) .............. velocity of emerging jet 
(2.2) ... . volume flow rate 
(2.3) - .... :mass flow rate 
(l."f)-- -· .. gas force on valve plate 
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The ai• of the present paper im to extend 
this fraaework to non steady flow effects. 
~n the eteady state flow concept a change 
in pressure difference AP causes an 
instantaneous change of the velocity field 
in the valve channel without any delay. 
Exactly this would be true only if the gas 
has no inertia. However,changes in pressure 
difference AP and in valve flow area AL are 
ia many cases "slow enough" that the 
steady state equations can give a reasona-
ble approach. But if one looks at plots of 
valve lift-tiae histories in literature 
-often with valve' flutter included- one 
aay be in doubt if steady state equations 
are justified in every case. 
3.DESCRIPTION OF NON STEADY FLOW PHENOMENA 
IN VALVE CHANNELS 
Before ;oing to equations let us describe 
non steady flow effects in a phenoaenologi-
cal way. Having in mind the existing fluid 
flow theory, one has to imagine a valve 
opening and closing process as follows, 
fig.1: 
Phase I: When the plate begins liftin& gas 
enters fro• both sides and fills up the 
gap. A small depression area is built up 
between plate and seat. After the &ap has 
been filled up(in a very mhort tiae) a 
unidirectional flow field builds up. At the 
beginning of this flow no separation at the 
edges take place, because the fluid has 
lost nearly no energy in the just being 
foraed boundary layers. At the end of 
phase I separation starts at the seat edge 
and a wake begins to form.The duration of 
phase I may be estiaated from a comparison 
with related problems in external flow(e.g. 
flow around a cylinder which starts aovi~ 
with constant acceleration,see e.;.[~J) to 
11 ... L/~ (J.'t) 
! ... Thickness of seat plate 
w2 •. steady state velocity 
Taking for example 1=1cm and w ~1oo.;s one 
gets TI=10-~. This corresponds2to about 1 
degree crank angle at 1800rp•. 
Phase II: In this phase boundary layers 
have to pass the seat ed&e which have lost 
a good deal of their kinetic eneriY by 
friction. They cannot follow a way arouad 
the sharp seat edges and separation starts. 
Immediately wakes are foraed and the 'flow 
pattern gets the typical appearance which 
we already know fro• steady state !low (see e.g. [1]). This appearance siailar to 
a steady state flow,however, doea~ot aean, 
that the flow has already reached steady 
state conditions. The duration of phase II 
-fro• beiinning of separatioA to full wake 
formation- is of th.e sue order of aagni-
tude as phase I. 
Phase III: Though the appearance of flow 
pattern at the beginain& of phase III 
looks like steady state !low, the velocity 
level is still far from the final steady 
state flow level. The flow accelerates 
within itm aore or less invariable contours 
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(outside wakes) and reaches the steady 
state flow value assymptotically. 
Phase IV: When the valve plate moves 
against its seat during closing period tae 
flow is decelerated(even at constant AP) 
and again causes an inertia effect. The 
principal flow pattern of phase III with 
separation and wakes is maintai~ed. 
Phase V: During the final approach of the 
valve piate a gas squeezing effect takes 
place which in some special cases may 
reduce the iapact velocity. 
Phase III and IV are by far the longest periods and of primary interest for model-ling the co•pressor process.Fortunately 
these periods of non steady flow are acces-
sible to a simplified theoretical treat-
ment(which is outlined in section 4). 
Theoretical treataent of phase II is very coa~lex and involves 2 and 3 diaensional fluJ.d flow theory. Phase 1 and V •ay be 
treated also theoretically but they are of 
secondary iaportance in co•pariso~ with 
phases III and IV. 
Non steady phenoaena outside the valve 
channels -e.g~ the forming of a starting 
vortex- may be of scientific interest but 
what counts are only the phenomena inside 
the valve channel i.e. the region which 
"feels" the. pressure difference p1-pz. =.6p. 
The i•plication of non steady flow within 
phases III and IV •ay be attributed to some distinct effects: 
a) Effect of the valve plate as a moving boundsry. As the plate velocity in most 
cases is at its •aximua typically only 2-~ of gas velocity,thie effect may be neg-lected. 
b) Effect of gas inertia. If we e.g. suddenly 
apply a certain pressure difference .1p to 
an ope• valve, the steady state velocity ac-
cording to equ(2.1) is obtained only assym-
totically,because the gas in the flow chan-
nels has a ce~tain •ass and hence inertia. This inertia effect is by far the most iaportant of all non steady effects. Gas 
accelerations may be caused by increases of 4P or Ar, or by both. Deceleration of flow in a vaive channel at the closing period 
aay lead to exit velocities greater than 
predicted by steady state theory. 
c) Effect of compressibility on non steady 
flow in valve channels. 
Small pressure disturbances propa&ate with 
the velocity of sound a. For an estiaation \\e aay use a typical value of a=40011/s and 
a valve channel length of 1=1cm. Hence it 
takes a time of about 
for a pressure wave to travel across the 
valve.This corresponds to a crank &nile 
Aclof about o. 5 degree at a speed of 36oo 
rpm and to proportionally smaller 
angles at saaller speeds. If Ao! (resp. &Tv) 
is small coapared with aniles(resp. tiae 
intervals) in which changes of A p or AL 
take place, compressibility effects in 
valve flow may be neslected. A more or less 
arbitrary but reasonable guide line aay be 
as follows: 
Compressibility effects on non steady 
valve flow may be neglected if: 
evalve openini(or closing) time is longer 
than the time which is necessary for a 
pressure wave to travel 5 times to and fro 
across the valve 
.echange in relative pressure difference 
APIP1 , abs during an interval A Tv is 
smaller than 5%. 
It should be mentioned that with very high 
flow velocities w in the valve a pressure 
wave travelling &€ainst flow ~roceeds only 
with a relative velocity (a-w) and heace 
AT :> 1/a. Therefore non steady compressibi-li!y effects areofcourse not negligable for 
flow velocities w near sonic velocity a. 
To avoid misunderstandings it should be 
noted that neglecting compressibility 
effects in a systea with very short distan-
ces -like in a valve- does of course not 
mean that these effects are not of great 
iaportance in a long systea in the saae coa-pressor e.g.in the pipework. 
In some specialized cases coapressors aay be operated in such a way, that the flow 
pattern im valves does not reach paase III 
at all. This is the case when a compressor is operated at very high pressure ratios 
rJ(=delivery pressure : suction pressure), 
e.g. n =15. Than a very saall quantity of gas is taken in and pushed out during o.ae 
cycle. For an estimation we introduce the following ratio of masses M: 
M 
mass of gas resting in the valve 
passages just before openinE 
mass taken in(=aass pushed out) 
during one cycle 
For operating conditions wi tll 1'1 > 1 the flow pattern will not reach phase III at all. 
Delivery valves are priaarily concerned 
4.BASIC EQUATIONS ACCOUNTING FOR GAS 
INERTIA EFFECTS 
As we already have discussed in section 3 
non steady coapressibility effects in 
valve flow are usually of ainor importance. 
Hence let us start with one diaensional 
non steady flow equation for an incoapres-
sible fluid. 
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In this section we consider valves with 
fixed lift s.For this reason non steady 
flow must be due to variations of pressure 
difference AP• 
4~1 NON STEADY FLOW IN VALVES WITH CONSTANT 
LIFT 
Fig.2 gives a schematic sketch of the flow 
and velocity distribution along typical 
streamlines at two different points of time, 
The fluid accelerates fro• stagnant condi-
ticms(for simplicity assUII.ed at liae 1"-1-
1') to port velocity w. Further accelera-
tion takes place near ~he valve plate, 
whe're the fluid gaines the final velocity 
w2 (=velocity of emerging jet).Principally tnis flow pattern is maintained at any time. 
The velocity level only is changed. 
Looking at fig.2a it is evident that the 
acceleration of the fluid is finished at 
the first point of the stre~line where the 
fluid"feels" the pressure p2• This is th.e seat edge 2" and the valve plate edge 2'. 
To simplify the procedure we now adopt a 
representative mean streamline 1-2 which 
divides the fluid stream into two equal 
halves. The equation for non steady flow 
for a frictionless inco•pressible fluid 
reads: 
t1- ~ + ~.~d- +lx~Pw(x,l-} dx (4.1} r - f 2. 'Ot 
:r., 
Anyone not so faailiar with valve flow may 
be astonished about the fact that a 
frictionless .flow equation is used. ,The 
author discussed in a previous paper(1] 
that energy losses are produced behind the 
valve by di.ffusion o.f the emerging 1jet in 
a turbulent mixing process and for this 
reason a frictionless flow equation is justified. 
The integral tera in equ(4.1) accounts for 
the non steady .flow e.ffect. I.f the veloci-
ty field doesnot vary with respect to time, 
the integral term vanishes and equ(4.1) 
leads i.mediately to equ(2.1). 
To evaluate the integral term in equ(4.1) 
the continuity equation is introduced 
which reads .for an inco•pressible .fluid 
with A(x) as varying cross section along 
streuline 1-2 
(4.2) 
w(x,t) stands for the time de~endant velo-
city along the idealized str~line 1-2. To 
calculate A2 the reasonable assumption is 
made that the steady state discharge coef-
ficient On is valid also .for non steady 
condition~ in phase III and IV,hence 
A2=ALCD. With equ(4.2) the integral term 
may be evaluated: 
)t 
i x'";)r,v(x,t) dx = dw~ ( ~A~ dx (4.3) X4 'd t cit ))(.. A (X) 
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eire. ho{~:tr!2 f0,3h 
Fig.3 Calculation of i1ertia paraaeter I 
l .x,._ --..&.dx • A{x) =I 
The term I depends only on valve CRannel dimensiens(and on lift s; I=I(s) ) and re-presents the factor accounting for the inertia effect. For an evaluation we further idealize the flow path as indicated in fig.3 getting an area coaposed of two 
rectangles. 
Using a function P(t) characterizing the 
time dependant pressure difference Ap( t) 
TJ(t) = p .. l~J-p~ltJ (4.SJ f 
equ( 4.1) reads 
P(t) _ w£(tJ -I· dw~.CtJ =O 2 dl: 4.6 
For the use with coaputers equ(4.6) may be 
written in terms of differences .Aw2, At: 
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using thE? asymptotic st-eady st-at-e. value W..=V2ifl 
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4.2 Siaple Exaaples 
Let us at first demonstrate the inertia 
effect with exact solutions of equ(4.6). 
Consider a valve with fixed lift on which 
a const8.l.l.t pressure difference ..dp is 
applied for a certain tiae interval L\T.The 
reader may easily follow the different 
~teps to the solution in Table 2. The 
transient of velocity w2(t) for a stepwise pressure rise is repres~nted by a hyperbolic 
tangent function, the transient for step-
wise pressure· drop by a silllple hyperbola. 
The traasiepte aay be roughly characterized 
by their tiae constants~ at the beginning. 
For both transients this is given by the 
very si•ple foraula 





To get a real feeling for the relative 
importance of the inertia effect let us 
consider the delivery valve of an air 
co111pressor rUDJliB.g at a speed of 1800rpa 
operating betwee11. 1 and 7 bar. The dens& ty 
of the gas is assuaed to be p=5-38ki/a. 
We apply a pressure differe:m.ce Ap=175oo 'P a= 
0.175 bar for a time interval of 6 as(~ 
64.8 degr.c.a.at 1800rpa),see fig.4~ The 
transients have been calculated according 
to Table 2 and are plotted in fig.4c. 
Let us now consider another exaaple.To a 
constant mean pressure difference AP we 
superpose a sinusoidal pressure distr!bu-
tion with frequency !(period T) and ampli-
tude ±APa ( W=2JT"f) 
ll p lfJ = 6. p .... + Apt~~.· si11 wt- {4.f3) 
Equ(4.6) now becomes 
c; "'0,5t,.6 {see e.g.[1) p.52) 
~------------------.... 
e9u. (1t.10) 




dwa. + w~'- _ l!l.l, - ~-sinrut = 0 
dt 2. f f I (4.1'1) 
An analytical solution of equ(4.14) is not possible.Hence we look for an adequate 
approximate solution. We expect a sinusoi-dal velocity variation about a •ean value 
and therefor state 
(4.1EJJ 
A and cp are two yet unknown l?arameters. Introducing equ(4.15) in e~u(4.14) aDd 
neglecting the term with ~ (which restricts 
our approxi•ate solution to values 
.()pa <0. 34P•) leads to the following result 
(4:16) 
<f .., arctan (- w I/~nt) i Wz,,., = V2ap,.,/f' 
(4--H) 
Coal?ared with the steady state solution 
equ(4.1') and (4.17) indicate a reduction in amplitude A and a phase shift back by 
an angle ~ .Fig.5 presents some results. The phase shift has a value of -33 degrees 
(corresponding to ..dT=0.14ms or 1.5 degr.c.a.) 
4.3 FULL NON STEADY FLOW EQUATIONS 
Now the restriction of a fixed lift is left. (s=s(t)). The continuit1 equation (4.2) and 
the non steady term(4.3) have now got to 
'Jw(K,t) = clwa Az(f) d.s d L.sC0 7Jt dl: -A(x,t) + w& Tt. liS ( A-(K,SJ) 
~ = wv ••• valve plate velocity (+for opening) 
Using the same si•plifications as in 
sections 4.1 and 4.2 for evaluating the integrals we get 
X ~~ 
1 '1w/lt,tJ0X = dwz.J (sJ -t w. -w. ffi ( Ls.C'.D) dt"" X1 'It df %. 'j-ei_ A(.t-;S) ____) d ...... ,......---
= a'::LJ(s) -t ~-w11 ·L(sJ I;rsJ (4.2q) 
For a valve with diaensions as given in fig-4 the inertia parameters I(s) and I (s) 
•ay be easily evaluated(using CD data ftoa (1J),fig.6. 
Fig.5 Another exaaple: Velocity response to sinusoidal pressure variation 
t:.p""' 17~00 + 5"000·rin2·1r-f N/m2. ~p~--~~----~~--~--~ 
0 \._-J--..--r.=-.....,1.""'5'"""m-s--+-------.....-t 
(16.2cl.c.a.) 
~= K0.1-t 9.6·sin(2xt-3'3•) 
pha~e shift 1f"''3J•(:.Qf¥.ms L_J_ __________________ t 
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----steady slate conc9pt equ. (2.1) 
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Fig.6 Inertia ps~metera for ~lve of fig.4 
Equ(4.6) now reads 
....__P_lt_) -_~_ ... '-_--~-~-z.._J_rsJ_-_w_1_~_-I_l_sJ_=_o~ (~·l") 
This is the differential equation descri-
bing one diaensional non steady valve flow 
of an incoapressible fluid. For the use 
with coaputers equ(4.21) •ay be integrated 
into a co•plete process aodelling systea 
and written in tei'Ils of differences A.w2 , At: 
A~- tcsJ{P(fJ- ~~zttJ -J1[s)·~(IJ·Wv(i}~t 
W2..U+LllJ--= W,_(f} + ..dW.2. (_4.22) 
A siaple exaatle ~here 1s no c ance to find a direct analy-
tical solution of equ(4.21). In analogy to 
equ(4.15),(4.16),(4.17) we look for an ap-
proxiaate solution for a special case: 
sinusoidal velocity variations caused by 
forced sinusoidal valve movement,while 
pressure difference across valve shall be 
constant. 
Forced valve •oveaent: 
W=2Jif f=1/T frequency 
valve velocity: w = ds/dt = v 
(4.22) 
aw cos(wt)= wv ,•ax' cos( w·t) 
approxi•ate solution for velocity w2 : 
WL .. ~'" -1- A·.sin(wt+cp); A/~,., ~1 ('t·2:J) 
Introducing this in equ(4.21) and oaitting 
(second order) small quantities results in 
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P- wjm -W2 ,.. Asin(wt+cr) -L(s,.,JA[,)-c-o5((.1)t-t'f.)-
- Ils...,) Wz., a w los t.vf = 0 
(4.2tt) 
with the following solution 
(f.t.2S") 
(4.2.6) 
It can be seen that the phase shift of the 
solution w,Ct) with respect to s(t) is 
greater than 90 de&rees and depends on 
frequency and doesnot depend on aaplitude. 
For an example we &iain use the valve of 
Fig.4 and the following data: 
s=1. 5+0. 5sin t-iRfl in ma (f=667 Hz) 
wv,•ax=2.09.Vs, w28=80.7m/s 
I(1.5mm)=0.001025 • I 1 (1.5ma)=4.36 
Introducing these data in equ(4.25),(4.26) 
leads to the result 
A=8.05m/s amplitude of Yel.variations 
r= -118° phase shift 
w2 = 80.7 + 8.05·sin(2·667t-118' 
Contrary to this result the steady state 
concept leads to 
w2=80.7m/s=constant 
